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Let E, , El, and E, be Hermitian vector bundles over an n-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold &I, and let 
be a sequence of properly supported first-order pseudodifferential operators 
such that the composition gr9a has order 0. The case when (1) is a complex, 
i.e., when 9@,, = 0, is, thus, included. We say that (1) is r-subelhptic 
at &, E T*(M) if there exists a pseudodifferential operator Q of order r 
such that the wave-front set of Q does not contain &, and such that an 
estimate, 
holds for each compact KC M. Here go* is the T,, adjoint of BO, j/ . // is 
the L, norm, and Ij . 11, is the Sobolev norm of order r. Our main result 
is as follows. 
THEOREM. The sequence (I) is r-subelliptic at &, if and only if for each 
real number s there exist conic neighborhoods w and w1 of to such that if u 
and S211u are in SPq on W, then u = g,,v + h for some v and h which are in 
=%+, on ml. 
A simple consequence of the theorem is the invariance of local sub- 
ellipticity under changes in the Hermitian structure; without the theorem 
this is not immediately clear since a change in the Rermitian metric on 
El changes the operator 9e * in (2). Actually, the condition in the theorem 
is invariant even under conjugation by local pseudodifferential operators 
at to , and this is worth knowing since, according to recent work of Guillemm 
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and Rockland, differential complexes can often be brought into particularly 
simple form by means of such conjugations. For more details here we refer 
to [I, 2, 6J and a forthcoming publication of Guillemin and Rockland. 
We would like to acknowledge that the condition in the theorem, in the 
precise form used here, was suggested by Guillemin. 
1. SOME DEFINITIONS 
A subset w of T*(M) is called conic if tE E w whenever 5 E w and t > 0. 
For two conic sets w and wr we shall write wr @Z w when the intersection 
of wr with the unit cotangent sphere bundle has compact closure in w. 
We shall often have reason to choose cut-off functions on T*(M), and it 
will be convenient to have a standard notation. If &, # 0 is a cotangent 
vector at x0, choose a coordinate x: U --+ R* on a neighborhood of x,, , 
and let (x, I) be the corresponding coordinate on T*( 77). Choose 4 E Cam( 27) 
and choose a positively homogeneous function 4 E C”(R* - (0)) such that 
4(x) 4(e) is 1 in a neighborhood of &, . Finally, if x E Cm(Ra) is 0 on a small 
neighborhood of the origin, but 1 outside a slightly larger set, then 
45 8 = 4(4 16(5) x(0 (3) 
extends by 0 to a C” function on T*(M) which is 1 on a neighborhood 
of to * 
If u is any distribution on M and &, E T*(M), then one says (see Sato 
[5] and Hijrmander [3]) that &, is outside the wave-front set of u; i.e., 
fr, $ @‘F(U), if there exist functions 4 and # of the sort just described such 
that +(z) #(t) is 1 on a neighborhood of &, and such that $(f)($u)^(f) is 
rapidly decreasing. If Q is a pseudodifferential operator with symbol q, 
then one says that &, is outside the wave-front set of Q if, again there exist 
functions $ and # of the sort described above such that 4(x) 4(E) is 1 on 
a neighborhood of &, and such that 4(x) q(x, 6) #([) is a symbol of order -co. 
As a special case of Theorem 2.5.14 in [3] one obtains that 
Recall that a distribution u on M is said to be in Z8 on an open conic 
set w C T*(M) if u can be written u = 2~’ + un, where u’ E X?(M) and 
where kVF(u”) n w = 0. We say that u is in Z8 at &, if u is in Zs on some 
conic neighborhood. Note that if u E Z8 on w and if Q has order m, then 
Qu E Z& on w; if, in addition, R%‘(Q) C w, then Qu E Safe. 
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2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCAL SUBELLIPTICITY 
We recall the condition in the previous theorem. 
Condition (*) s . There exist conic neighborhoods w and w1 of &, such 
that if u and S$u are in X3 on w, then u = gOv + h for some a and h which 
are in 2PS+, on w1 . 
We first prove that the validity of (*)% is independent of s. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any real numbers s and f the conditions (*)S and 
(*)* am equivalent. 
Proof- It will suffice to prove’that for any s and t condition (*)s implies 
(*)t . To do this assume (*)S and let R and R’ be properly supported elliptic 
pseudodifferential operators on M, of orders s - t and t - S, respectively, 
such that R’R - I and RR’ - I are of order --00. 
To verify ot assume that u and S@rti are in 2& on W, and note that both 
R’u and 9JR’u) = [9r , R’]u + R’S@+ are in SS on w. By (*rS it follows 
that 
where vr and 15’ are in HS+, on wr . We now set v = Rw’ and h = u - Bgv. 
Now it is clear that v E z&~+~ on w1 , and in view of 
h = u - 90Rv’ = u - RS+ - [9$, , R]v’ 
= (u - RR’u) - Rh’ - [5?&, R]v’, 
it follows that h is also in y%7,+r on wX . Thus, (*)$ holds. 
When A = a(x, 0) is a pseudodifferential operator whose symbol a(x, E) 
has the form (3), then we shall write 11 . ljr,A for the norm 
and we shall let Zr,A denote the closure of Corn(M) in this norm. 
PROPOSITION 2. Condition (*)0 holds ;f and only if theve exists az opera&r 
A = a(x, D), as previously, such that whenever u and Bin me in L, , then u 
cm be written u = ZBOv + h, where v E XT and h E SfVA . 
Proof. Assume that (*),, holds, and let a,(~, .$ and a+, 6) be two symbols 
of the form (3), where a&x, 6) = 1 on sup a(x, c) and sup U&G, &) C w1 . 
Write A = a@, II) and A, = a,(x, D) for the corresponding operators. 
Now if u and 52+ are in L, , then by (*)a we have u - z?&~v’ f h’ for some v’ 
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and h’ in Zr on wr . Since WF(A,) C wl, we have that v = A,$ E ST, 
and in view of 
&)v = A&v’ + [A0 ,5qJv’ 
= 4& - A’) + [4J, %w, 
it is easy to see that gOv is in L, . It follows that h = u - gOv is in L, ; 
and since WF(A) n WF(l - A,,) = 0, we have that 
Ah = A(1 - A& + AA& - AZ&(1 - A,)v’ 
is in ZV. Half of the proposition has, thus, been proved. 
We now assume that the condition in the proposition holds for some 
A = a(x, B), and we prove (*)0 for any pair of conic neighborhoods W, wr 
of &, such that sup a(x, f) C w and a(x, f) = 1 on wr . In fact, if u and 9ru 
are in L, on w, then Au and glAu = Aglu + [9$, A]u are in L, globally, 
and, hence, 
Au = ~QI’ + h’, 
where v’ E %r and h’ E #r,A . Thus, 
u = 9p + (h’ + (1 - A@), 
and since v’ and h = h’ + (1 - A)u are in #r on wr , the proof of the 
proposition is complete. 
In order to prove that (*)s is a sufficient condition for local subellipticity, 
we shall need the following normed version of Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. If (*),, holds, then there exists a constant c and an operator 
A, as above, such that if u and ?&u are in L, , then u = g,,v + h, where 
VEX?, hEZT,A, and 
II v IL + II h Ilr,~ G 41 u II + II %u II). (4) 
are closed subspaces of the Hilbert spaces indicated, and by Proposition 2 
the mapping 
Gl 0 G, --L G3 
Kv, %P>, (h, %hN t-----t 6%~ + h, W%J + 4) 
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is surjective. Using the assumption that 9I90 has order 0, we see that @ 
is bounded and, hence, by the closed graph theorem has a bounded left 
inverse; this means that the proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 4. If (*). holds, then there is an operator A, of the type 
described pmviously, such that an estimate 
holds for each cornpact K C M. In particular, (1) is r-subel&tic at &, . 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of M, let A be the operator in 
Proposition 3, and let R be a properly supported elliptic pseudodifferential 
operator of order Y on M. Then jj u /Il. < ~(11 Ru j/ + 11 u 11) for all u E Csm(K, I?,), 
and, hence, it will suffice to prove 
II Ru II2 < 4 %*u /I2 + II %a II2 + il u II2 C IIU - 4% I!$ (6) 
Now let P denote the orthogonal projection of L,(M, I&) onto the subspace 
of all w satisfying 9,~ = 0, and let u E C,,m(K, El). Then PRu EL, and 
52$PRu = 0, and we may invoke Proposition 3 to obtain 
where 
PRu = GQv + h, 
II 2, IL + II h llr,~ < c II PRg !I. 
We may assume that R is self-adjoint, and it follows that 
II PRu lj2 = (Ru, PRu} = (Ru, T&,v + h) 
= (u, =%v> + (u, W 
= <a, [R, %lv> + C%,*u, W + <u, RAh) + (u, RU - A)h). 
Thus, by Schwarz’ inequahty we obtain 
II PRu II2 d 4ll ZJ II II v l/r + II %*a II II v Il.). + /I u II II h &,A + IIU - 4 Ru II II h III, 
and in view of (7) and the inequality, 
IU - 4 Ru II G 4llU - -4~ IL i I\ u iI), 
we have 
II P&J /I2 < 4II %*a II + II u II + IIU - 4~ IL) II P.&J IL 
and, hence, 
II PRzi II G 411 so*u II + II u II + II0 - 4~ II& 
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To establish (6) it now suffices to show that 
and to do this we write u = g,,v’ + h’, where 
II v’ l/r + II h’ Ilr,a < 41 24 II + II %u II>, 
intending to use the identity 
(1 - P) Ru = (1 - P) RA90v’ + (1 - P) RAh’ + (1 - P) R(l - A)u. 
Note that since B,,RAv’ = [.GB,, , RA]v’ + RAu - RAh’ is in L, , we have 
(1 - P) SBoRAv’ = 0, and, hence, (1 - P) RAaov’ = (1 - P)[RA, 53&‘. 
It now follows that 
ll(1 - f’) Ru II < IIU - PP.4 %lv’ II + II RAh’ II + II R(1 - 4~ II 
< 4 .a’ IIT + II h’ llr,~ + IIU - 4~ IIT) 
< 41 u II + II 3~ II + IIU - 4~ II,>, 
and the proof of the proposition is complete. 
3. THE NECESSITY OF CONDITION (*),, 
In this section we assume that (1) is r-subelliptic at &, and prove that 
(*),, holds. Since both the assumption and conclusion here are purely local, 
it will be permissible in the course of our proof to alter the sequence (1) 
outside a neighborhood of x0 . For example, we can replace (1) by the 
sequence 
@=q?,$ ww 
Eo - 4 - Es, (8) 
where $, $1 E Corn(M) are 1 in a neighborhood of x0 and (b = 1 on sup rjl . 
Now if the support of 4 is contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood U 
of x0, then the sequence (8) extends by 0 to a sequence over any manifold 
containing U as an open subset. In particular, we can always extend (8) 
from U to a sequence defined over a compact manifold (without boundary), 
and, hence, we have reduced our proof to this case. 
In what follows we shall assume that (1) is defined over a compact manifold 
M and that the estimate, 
II u l/r. G 4II go*u II + II 9~ II + II u II + II Qu II>, (9) 
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holds for all u E: Cm(M, EJ f or some operator Q of order Y with &, 6 WY’(Q). 
Then according to Theorem 2 in Kohn-Nirenberg [4] there exists a bounded 
operator 
N: L,(M, EJ -+ -h(M, Ed, 
mapping C” to Cm, such that 
(%,S,* + %*% + Q*Q + 1) Ng = a, 
for all u EL, . In order to prove (*)a we shall prove that if glu. EL, , then 
v = 6&,*Nu E &$ 
h = @I*% + Q*Q + 1) Nu E =%,A, 
UQ) 
where the symbol of A = u(x, 0) has the form (3) and FIG’(A) n RF’(Q) = G. 
In view of Proposition 2 this will then establish (*)s , and the proof of the 
theorem will be complete. In order to show that u and h have the required 
regularity we shall need the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. With A = (~3&3~* + LZB~*~~ + Q*Q) the following esti- 
mutes hold for all w E Cm(M, E,): 
II w ll2T < c I@ 4 J>w II, (111 
II %*w IL + II %w IL < c /(A + 1)~ II, WI 
II %*w II + II %w II + II SW II + II w II < c II@ + 11~ IL-T > (131 
II %J%*w II + II %*gIw I/ < c Ii@ + qw Il. (14) 
Proof. Let R be a self-adjoint elliptic pseudodifferential operator of 
order r on M. Then by (9) 
I! w II& -G 41 Rw II: + Ii w II’> 
< 411 %*Rw /I2 + II 98~ II2 + II QRw I2 + II Rw II% 
and since the commutators ES,,*, R], [gr , R], and [Q, R] have order 7, 
we obtain 
II w II& < 411 R%*w II2 + II R%w II2 + 11 RQw II2 + II Rw II2 + il w 11% (15) 
But a short computation yields 
II RSo*w /I2 = (2[R, &,*)a, R%*w> + ([fR, %*I, R]w, %*w> 
+ <R2p*r, %%,*w>, 
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and it follows that 
Treating the other terms on the right side of (15) in a similar fashion, we 
obtain 
II R%*w II2 + II R%J /I2 + II R?w II2 G WR2w, (0 + 04 + c II w IL, (16) 
and, hence, 
II R%*w /I2 + II R%w II2 + II RQQW II2 
< II@ + Qw II II w ll2r + c II w 11: 
< Q IV + 4w II2 + Q II w iI& + c II w II”, *
Combining this estimate with (15) we now obtain 
II w II& G 4w + I>w /I2 + II w ll,2k 
and, hence, by the interpolation inequality 
II w II& G cw + 4w II2 + II w II”). 
But since 
(17) 
II w II2 G II =%*w II2 + II SW II2 + II Qw II2 + II w II2 = ((0 + @A w> 
G IV + 4w II II w IL 
we have 
II w II G IIV + m IL (18) 
and (17) and (18) combine to give (11). 
To prove (12) we return to (16) to obtain 
%“w 11; + II %w II”, G IV + I>w II II w llw + c II w II,” 
G Il(O + J>w II2 + c II w II& 3 
and this inequality combines with (11) to give (12). 
To prove (13) note that 
II %*w II2 + II SW II2 + II Qw II2 + II w II2 = <(A + I&, w> 
< (1/4ll(~ + r>w II”, + E II w II,” 9 
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where E > 0 can be made arbitrarily small. This estimate and (9) now give 
It %,*w II2 + /I 9~ /I2 + II Qw /I2 + II w II2 
< c I\(0 + I)w II!, + *(II .%*w /I2 + II %w II” + II SW II2 + II w 112), 
and (13) now follows. 
To prove (14) we compute that 
and we treat the terms on the right side of this inequality one by one. The 
second term on the right side equals 2 ~(~I~0&@,,*w, grw)\ and, hence, is 
bounded by c(\\ ss*w II2 + /I 5&w 112), which by (12) is bounded by 
c \\(A + I)w jj2. To marjorize the third term on the right of (19) we note that 
ICW?,*w + %*%w, Q*Qw>l 
G 4lI ~&%*w II + II %*g+ Ill II w ilw 
< HI %%“w II2 + II %*%w II”> + c II w llzr 
G S{ll g@o”W II2 + II %*%W II”> + C ll(d + + 1i2, 
where the last inequality follows from (11). The estimate (14) now follows, 
and the proof of the proposition is complete. 
PROPOSITION 6. If u is in L,(M, El), then v = g,,*iVu is in ST and 
h = (gl*al + Q*Q + I) iVu is in L, . 
Proof. Let uj be a sequence in Cm(M, El) converging to u in the L, 
norm. Then by (12) we have 
and, hence, gO*Nuj converges to an element x of ZY . But g,,*Nu$ converges 
to BO*Nzl is XI, and it follows that gO*Nu = z is in A$. 
By similar arguments one can use (11) and (14) to show that Nu is in 
8 2r and that gI*&Nu is in L, . Since Q has order r, it now follows that h 
is in L, . 
PROPOSITION 7. If u and 2&u are in L, , and if WF(A) n WF(Q) = M, 
then Ah is in XT . 
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Proof. Assume that we know that 9,,*Ah and glAh are in L, . Then 
for any z E C*(M, Er) we have 
(Ah, a) = (Ah, (0 + I) Nz) 
= (B,,*Ah, ~,,*Nx) + @Ah, glNx) + (QAh, QNz) + (Ah, Nz) 
< (II %*Ah II + II %Ah II + II QAh II + II h II) 
x (II %*Nz II + II %&Vz II + II QNz II + II Nz II>, 
and, hence, by (13) 
where C is a constant depending on h. It now follows that Ah is in the dual 
space of SK+. ; that is, Ah E ZY, as required. 
To prove the proposition it now suffices to show that S&Ah and Bo*Ah 
are in L, . But 
&Ah = [gl, A]h + Aglh 
= [& , A]h + A-@& - %v), 
and, hence, 
9,Ah = [gl, A]h + A9p - 9&p. (20) 
Now the first term on the right of (19) is in L, because h is in L, and [S& , A] 
has order 0; the second is in L, because glu is in L, , and the third term 
is in L, because v is in L, and S&S?0 has order 0. Thus, 9,Ah is in L, . 
To see that So*Ah is in L, we compute that 
Bo*Ah = [9,,*, A]h + A90*~l*~lNu + AZ&*Q*QNu + AC&,*Nu. (21) 
Then, as above, the first term on the right is in L, , and since L%,,*&* has 
order the second term will be in L, if &Nu is in L, , and the latter follows 
from (12). The third term on the right of (21) is in Cm because 
WF(A) (7 WF(Q) = m, 
and the fourth term is in Sr by (12). Therefore, Bo*Ah is in L, , and the 
proof of the proposition is complete. 
With Propositions 4, 6, and 7 the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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